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Perhaps, Uitjes.nl has been over 12 years the most 

famous leisure brand in the Netherlands. With 

more than 3500 outings and its well-known domain 

name, Uitjes.nl scores each year better and better 

online. Not only the visitors numbers are incre-

asing, but also with the commercial activities which 

the platform offers to its providers and advertisers.

We are an independent platform on which all pro-

viders of outings and locations can present them-

selves free of charge and unlimited. In addition, 

advertisers can focus on different profile channels 

of the Uitjes.nl network. 

Uitjes.nl is THE spot where you can find inspiration 

for a day out with your family, friends or company.  



bravery

pleasure

no guts no glory
inspiration

approachable

freedom

equality

our values



our target group

The binding between Uitjes.nl and the visitors is 

a desire: they are always looking for inspiration, 

looking for connections and the maximum spen-

ding of the scarce free time.

The biggest part of the target group are women 

between 27 - 55 years old. They work, are mother 

and entrepreneurial. 

These women are looking for inspiration in all kinds 

of areas: workshops, family activities, culture and 
lifestyle. 

During the search for inspiration, the price, locati-
on and originality are important. They conscious-

ly choose and book outings and appreciate one 

green appearance. 

The visitors of Uitjes.nl are attracted to original 

inspiration ideas and giveaways.



page likes and followers
12.100  people like this
4000  are following this

female - male
78% female - 22% male

age
30-55 years

account

followers
9000

female-male
85% female -15% male

age
23-38 years

story’s

female-male
80% female - 20% male

age
23-38 years

Facebook community Instagramwebsite

visitors numbers
410.147  2019 
284.702  2020 (covid-19)

female - male
67% female - 33% male

age
30-65 years 



our visitors

unique visitors on the website of   

Uitjes.nl: 410.147!

Our visitors are curious and do not know exactly 

what they want to do. They allow themselves to get 

inspired by us. 

They come in at our website through different 

channels and then scan the site, looking for the 

ultimate outing they want to do. That is what we 

want to give our visitors: inspiration.

 On these different channels we are giving pro-

viders the opportunity to advertise with explicit 

products that match our visitors. 



specific outing

We offer the option to target your target group with 

your specific and matching product. The change of a 

high conversion is of course a lot greater and the re-

turn of your ad is higher. A maximum of three banners 

are possible per outing. This could be at A: an outing 

that is highlighted at the most popular sections on 

the homepage B: an outing that is mentioned on the 

website and not directly on the homepage in a popu-

lar section.

A specific outing may be listed on the homepage un-

der a specific section but it could also be one of the 

outings where the visitors gets inspiration from on the 

website. 

advertentie
plek 1

advertentie 
plek 2

advertentie 
plek 3



specific column

A section on the homepage means that these are the most 

popular and / or current sections at that time. The secti-

ons all have a fixed property and can vary from month to 

month. 

The minimal placement of a specific heading (property) is 4 

weeks. In addition to the sections on the homepage, there 

are several more columns (properties) though which the 

visitors can be inspired. 

adv 1 adv 2 adv 3 adv 4



Blogs

We divide blogs into two categories: blogs by 

providers and blogs by advertisers. The advertiser 

blogs can contain up to 2 direct links and must be 

sure to provide inspiration to our visitors. The links 

should have a natural place in the written blog, 

with the leisure activities as main subject. The blog 

is permanently posted in our blog section. The 

links are follow-up and there is no mention of a bar-

ter-advertorial contribution. 

There is a possibility to post the blog as well on the 

homepage in the top 5 slider. 



newsletter

inspiration

tips and tops

We send about 8 newsletters per year with therein tips 

and tops. The four seasons are the fixed periods of our 

newsletters. Often topics such as the well-known holidays 

(Christmas, Carnival, Sint Nicolas) and events are the the-

mes we discuss. We are not guided by fixed dates when 

sending the newsletters. 

We especially look at the need we feel ourselves and of 

the visitors and providers. adv 1 adv 2



Uitjes.nl uses 2 social media channels: Facebook and Instagram. 

Facebook currently has (March 1, 2021) 3900 followers and 12,000 

people who like the page. 

We have 9000 followers on Instagram. 

On Facebook, we mainly focus on the slightly older visitor (35+) with 

give aways and tips for outings. 

On Instagram, we mainly focus on the younger women (25+) with 

give aways as well. Facts and stories are also a hit on Instagram. 

social media



Our visitors and followers love to win giveaways. We 

are an inspiration platform and our providers love to 

give outings away. This is a win-win situation for both. 

Uitjes.nl does great giveaways and providers get some 

advertising for free. Therefore, our visitors and followers 

get the change to win a particular product that has a 

direct link with leisure activities. 

giveaways



giveaways
How does it work? 
You as an outing provider, will provide at least 

four free tickets for the giveaway. On a basis 

of the total ticketworth you will choose one of 

the packages (for example: you provide 5 x 

2 tickets with a worth of €10,- per ticket. The 

total worth will be €100,-, which will get you in 

package two. We will take care of your social 

media campaign. With this we not only reach 

your desired target audience, but it will also 

get you a lot of extra benefits

• Increasing your visibility

• Increasing the brand awareness of your outing 

within your target audience

• Reaching new target audiences for specific 

targeting on a basis of interests and demo-

graphic features

• Extra upselling of the amount of sold tickets. all the amounts are invested by uitjes.nl. it will cost the provider of a outing no money,  
just free tickets!

PACK-
AGE

TOTAL 
TICKETWORTH

DAYS  
ONLINE PROMOTION UITJES.NL  

INVESTMENT REACH

1 Up to €90,- 7 Facebook post
Instagram post
Promoting a post

€10,- ±3000

2 €90,- to €150,- 9 Facebook post
Instagram post
Specifik targetin 
campaign

€35,- ±15000

3 €150,- to €200,- 9 Facebook post
Instagram post
Instagram Story
Specifik targeting  
campaign

€45,- ±25000

4 €200,- to €250,- 9 Facebook post
Instagram post
Instagram Story
Extra reminder-post
Specifik targeting  
campaign

€55,- ±35000

5 €250,- and more 9 Facebook post
Instagram post
Instagram Story
Two extra  
reminder-posts
Specifik targeting  
campaign

€65,- ±45000



Of course, we are always open to creative ideas. It’s in or DNA 

like no other. We are happy to do things by surprise and love 

to get inspired by others in the creative industry. 

Additional things that we would like to give a chance are for 

example: personalized sections on the homepage. An idea 

could be Libelleweek, Oerol Festival, Into the Great Wide 

Open, etc. 
cool guys the band stages

extras

camping foodtrucks



ADVERTISING OPTIONS  

IN A ROW

Specific outing (in column on homepage)

Banner (max 3)

Duration 4 weeks

1 piece: €100,00

2 pieces: €150,00

3 pieces: €200,00 

Specific outing (on website)

Banner (max 3)

Duration 4 weeks

1 piece: €50,00

2 pieces: €75,00

3 pieces: €100,00 

All amounts mentioned above are exclusive of VAT



Specific column property (on homepage)

Banner (max 3)

Duration 4 weeks

1 piece: €170,00

2 pieces: €300,00

3 pieces: €400,00 

Specific column property (on website)

Banner (max 3)

Duration 4 weeks

1 piece: €85,00

2 pieces: €150,00

3 pieces: €200,00 

All amounts mentioned above are exclusive of VAT



Blog

Blog with 2 product links in blogs section: €250,00 

Blog with 2 products links in blogs section + listing top 5 on homepage 

slider: €350,00 (duration 4 weeks) 

Casino Blog: €375,00

Newsletter 

Banner (max 3)

1 piece: €100,00

2 pieces: €150,00

3 pieces: €200,00 

On social media

Post on Facebook & Instagram: €150,00

Giveaway

Giveaway with a product banner at a specific outing: €150,00 

Giveaway with a product banner for a specific column: €200,00

Giveaway with a product banner via newsletter: €150,00 

Giveaway with a product banner via social media: €200,00 (3 posts: post- 

reminder)

Combination of 4 channels: €500,00 

All amounts mentioned above are exclusive of VAT



extras

Personalized heading on homepage 

(max. 12 parts): €1,450.00

Personalized newsletter: €950,00 (excl. 

layout) 

contact information

www.uitjes.nl

Nes 73  

1012 KD, Amsterdam

Netherlands

hello@uitjes.nl

+31 (0)88 - 84 85 321

KVK: 3415 9652 

BTW nummer: RL81 0015 146 B02

IBAN: NL56 TRIO 0338590625 T.N.V. 

PromoPodium B.V

All amounts mentioned above are exclusive of VAT


